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Dee, Terrence, and Hector are very excited about Author Visit Day. Lewis Scribson is the author of the
famous Flippy Bunny books, and Hector is a huge fan! And it gets Dee and Terrence out of math class.

But something is a little off about this special guest. And Coach Birkby, the gym teacher, mysteriously
disappears the day of his visit.

What evil designs does this world-famous writer have on his agenda? Lunch Lady’s going to get to the
bottom of it, even if she has to kick some bunny butt!
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From Reader Review Lunch Lady and the Author Visit Vendetta
for online ebook

Kindra says

Audience: Grades 1-4, kids who like spy stuff or mysteries
Appeal: lunch lady is a spy with kooky gadgets like taco-vision night goggles. gym teacher disappears.
would be good for beginning readers or students new to graphic novels. Would be fun to make up your own
food-related spy gadget.

Rachel says

This was a fun/funny read. Oh, the innocent flippy bunnies that are actually evil ;) Hilarious. I also love how
Lunch Lady gets a new gadget in each story and sometimes incorporates the ones from previous ones.

Amanda says

My 10-year-old son has been devouring these books, so I thought it'd be wise to read one or two. Color me
surprised when it turned out to be clever and funnier than expected (even for an adult)! The author's antics
(the one in the book--not the series' author; though I suppose his count, too) are ridiculously silly, but the
kind which I can easily see appealing to that middle grade student, and which give a good-humored chuckle
to the reader. And no obnoxious humor or intentionally poor grammar/spelling/word choice (lookin' at you,
Dog Man...). Huzzah!

Nicola Mansfield says

After not being very impressed with book 1 and slightly enjoying book 2, I must say book 3 here has left me
feeling much better about this series. After a rather curmudgeonly kiddy author visits to sign books, the
school's coach disappears. Lunch Lady and the gang do some research and it seems school coaches have
been disappearing for a few years back now coinciding with this author's school visits! Lunch Lady to the
rescue! Lunch Lady is still a bit over the top with the kitchen gadget spy tools. Here she receives hamburger
headphones that let her listen in on conversations going on all around her. The plot is still rather
unbelievable. How can a common author have the power to hypnotize men into being his servants for years
on end? But I like the repartee between the kids and how they take on the problems they are faced with plus
their quick thinking and sensible, realistic solutions. Even though the Lunch Lady series continues to be over
the top, I can honestly say I found this one fun, it had its humorous moments and I have finally made a
connection with the kids, if not LL. Hopefully book 4 will continue in the same vein.

Bethany says



Spent my lunch period reading Lunch Lady, an excellent choice! (I've never read them all in order, so this is
my week.) Our Breakfast Bunch are annoyed when a visiting author is tool cool to sign Hector's beloved
copy of Flippy Bunny. But it's worse than that - soccer tryouts are canceled, because the coach is missing!
Lunch Lady is investigating . . . and the Breakfast Bunch are determined to get Hector's book signed. (Could
the two be related? :) )

Rishabhb says

12/13 I have just finished reading lunch lady: the author visit vendetta, by Jarret Krosoczka. It is a graphic
novel about a lunch lady with cool gadgets that help her stop evil people. In this book, she stops a evil author
from trying to capture all the gym teachers in the world!!! I like this book because it is exciting, for example,
when lunch lady tried to get into the evil author's house, she get's captured by evil hypnotized fluffy
bunnies!This book is a action packed book, even though it is not that long, every page has something
exciting!! I remember, when the author caught the gym teachers, he hypnotized them to do his bidding!!! that
part had me laughing for hours!!! If you like funny graphic novels, such as Zita the space girl, and bone, this
is the book for you!

Donalyn says

A bitter author causes havoc that includes attack bunnies and dodgeball. One of my students' favorite Lunch
Lady comics.

Debbie says

Lunch Lady, book 3.

For fans of Captain Underpants who suspect that their school lunch lady just might be a secret superhero.

An author visit with a creepy twist.

Alyson (Kid Lit Frenzy) says

Lunch Lady, the kids, attack bunnies, coaches being hypnotized, even an author visit...what more can you
ask for. Loved this one.

Alejandra says

Lunch lady by Vendetta is a great children's book that can be fun for young adults to read. In this book we
find out that a famous author Lewis Scribson is going to go to Hector's school to give autographs. When
Lewis gets there he denies the autograph to Hector. Hector was a big fan of his books Flippy Bunny books.



Hector ends up sad because he got denied by the author to autograph the book. The lunch lady who is
mysteriously acting different tries to investigate things behind this author that acted up like that to the poor
child. She begins to investigate him to the point that she ends up following him to his house. Lunch lady tries
to help Hector as much as she can to get the author to apologize and sign the book he had. This book is great
and I am pretty sure young adults will love reading from the things the lunch lady helps people with

Sopana T says

??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? gadget
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????? spy item ?????????????? ??????????

I am a fan of Lunch lady. (read from book 1-9) . Really like spy gadgets in this series. This book makes my
sons, a bit struggling readers, read. So it helps my kids improve their reading skill. Take my 5 stars!

Noorain K says

January 7,2013

I finished reading Lunch Lady and the Author Visit by Jarrett J. Krosoczka. Dee,Hector,and Terrence are
excited about the author coming to school the reason Terrence and Dee are excited because they miss
math,Hector is excited because he is a fan of the author in the end when you could get your book signed.
When it was Hectors turn he didn't get it signed because his cover was ripped up. Lunch lady and Betty are
getting suspicious that he hypnotized every gym teacher he comes to see so they try to put a stop to it will
they succeed or will they fail find out if you read the book. Jarrett did a flashback unlike other books its
about how bad he was in gym and the coach and students laughed at him every time he messed up in
something. Another thing she did is she used two stories and twist them together. My favorite part is when
Terrence punts the soccer ball that Coach Birkby held and it flew towards the helicopter that the author was
trying to escape in he made it blow up.

Anna Fennell says

Reading to my son. He loves this series!

Eliza Aman says

I finished this book series around 4 years ago and still enjoy the plot line. Who doesn't love a fighting lunch
lady? I think while I was 9 years old this was my favourite book out of the book series just because of the
fighting bunnies. But now I feel like I have a deeper respect for lunch ladies because who knows, they could
be saving the world!



Marta Boksenbaum says

Hilarious and so much fun! A great adventure!


